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Dear Readers:
As I move into older adulthood, I want to live in a world where I feel seen as a
valued and meaningful contributor. I want what we all want: friends, small
community, purposeful activity, meaningful experiences (and fun)!
In Peace and Health, Deb
Be in touch, and let us know if there are
other ways we can support the excellent
work that you are doing.
May we all find sources of peace, health
and love each day.

Sowing our Future and Harvesting Deeper Community
What I know is that this kind of life has to be nurtured and cultivated in our 60’s
and 70’s and supported in our 80’s and beyond. Simply said, what we sow
today will yield our destiny down the line. My spirits are raised as CircleTalk™
continues to answer this demand for more meaningful social identity within the
aging space. We are a proven method to bring together small groups and form
a Circle where all can take interpersonal risks, speak honestly and openly
about what really matters to them, and join with others to create new
relationships.
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Here’s something to dig into as you begin to plant your
garden.
In our culture of rugged individualism - in which we generally feel that we
dare not be honest about ourselves, even with the person in the pew next
to us - we bandy around the word "community." We apply it to almost any
collection of individuals - a town, a church, a synagogue, a fraternal
organization, an apartment complex, a professional association regardless of how poorly those individuals communicate with each other. It
is a false use of the word.
In its truest sense, communities are groups of individuals who have
learned how to communicate honestly with each other, whose
relationships go deeper than their masks of composure, and who have
developed some significant commitment to "rejoice together, mourn
together," and to "delight in each other, make others' conditions our own."
Once a group has achieved community, the single most common thing
members express is: "I feel safe here."
From The Different Drum: Community Making and Peace
by M. Scott Peck

Some questions to ponder:

- What is the community that you relate to as a “safe” space?

- Is a community that allows you to "rejoice together, mourn together,"
and to "delight in each other, make others' conditions our own” important
to you? Why and why not?

- What does it mean to you to communicate honestly with others and
create relationships that go deeper than “their masks of composure”?
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our sense of belonging to communities that will feed us as we age?

Calling All Trained CircleTalk™ Leaders!
Please join us at a 90 minute Zoom complimentary workshop on
converting the face-to-face CircleTalk™ program to video and/or phone
platforms.
There is no charge for this 90 minute workshop. Learn how to bring high
engagement to small groups and hear from other CircleTalk™ Leaders
about their successes and challenges.
We will hold 1-2 Zoom workshops in February and March 2021. These
workshops will be limited to 10 participants per Zoom call, so please sign
up soon.
Contact Fawnda (fawnda@circletalk.org) by January 22nd to sign up.

Proud Recipient of Scholarship from NextFifty Initiative.

Our next CircleTalk™ Virtual Leader Course begins February 2, 2021.
Our February CircleTalk™ Leader Course is filling up quickly.
(we limit it to 12 trainees)
Learn more about CircleTalk™ HERE
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